
SMALL CALL CENTER BUSINESS PLAN

Vashon Solicitation Services call center business plan executive summary. a number of small high-tech companies, and
be taking on short-term projects such .

Average Handle Time-: This is the addition of both the average talk time and the after-call work time. We are
well â€” positioned in Inglewood Los Angeles â€” California. These calls are generally customer support
calls. Conduct Your Feasibility Studies If you have studied the call centre industry and you have carried out
your research, the next thing to do to be able to prepare a good call centre agency business plan is to conduct
your feasibility studies. Telemarketing is a form of business advertisement which many companies are now
embracing because of its effectiveness in generating sales. For this reason, every corporate entity needs a
robust and flexible call center service that has the capability to accommodate business needs. VSS plans to
enter into two market segments. Opportunities: The opportunities in the telemarketing and call center industry
are massive especially in Los Angeles, and we are ready to take advantage of any opportunity that comes our
way. Offer customer service that includes handling inquiries on behalf of clients Carry out Market research
and surveys for clients Provide first-level help desk support Assist in business development by helping clients
with lead generation, database management, debt collection and message services. We are a call center firm
that simply implements telemarketing campaigns or help desk functions for its clients. Instant Message
Service: Some clients would require that you have an Instant message account such as yahoo messenger.
Financial Considerations Start-up assets required are shown in the tables accompanying the Start-up Summary
topic. Based on market findings, the call center intends to target the following potential customers. There is
the inbound call center, outbound call center, Bilingual call centers and the Virtual call centers. Weakness: As
a new call center in Los Angeles, it might take some time for our organization to break into the market and
attract some well â€” established corporate clients; that is perhaps our major weakness. Here is a summary
from the result of the SWOT analysis that was conducted on behalf of Cosmos Call Center Agency, LLC;
Strength: Our core strength lies in our service offerings, the power of our team and the state of the art call
center equipment and software applications that we have. Its founder is Mr. We also understand that we may
need to lower costs in our first couple of years in order to attract new customers and close deals. Experience
has shown that many companies desire to create their own marketing campaign since they already have
marketing personnel with extensive contact and experience in the industry. This company is the largest event
organizing firm on the West coast and has been seeking a call center firm for a customer survey project to be
launched in the near future. Do you need a sample call center agency business plan template? We either
connect a prospective client with a telemarketing company we have arrangements and contacts with three such
consulting firms or once such a campaign is designed we implement it for our clients. This makes for an
excellent opportunity for VSS. We also have a line of credit from Viking Bank that we can draw upon if need
be. Learn how to perform a SWOT analysis 5. Skype-: Some clients would require you to use Skype. As time
goes on, and we acquire more customers, the percentage of short-term and other projects will increase. They
make telemarketing calls on behalf of their clients and also receive customer service calls as well. This
includes expenses and the cash needed to support operations until revenues reach an acceptable level. So also,
just like any other business, one of the major threats that we are likely going to face is economic downturn.
This will allow us to charge a higher profit margin for these differentiated and more focused services. Review
Your Business Plan-: Once you have successfully fleshed up your draft, you would definitely have a clearer
picture of your call centre agency business plan. First, we will work in the medical services industry since they
have a high need to maintain contact with their patients at all times. A significant trend in this industry is the
growing number of clients who wish to outsource telemarketing functions to client companies instead of
developing such infrastructure in-house.


